
Philosophy Meeting #8
Note: There were quite a few people at this meeting and
so there were a lot of tangents, site bsay,-ay, and moments when
we were all just yellingat each other. Lots of the Hassan
was incoherent, and there were many loose ents that we fit't
explorers fully as we should have .
Q : What makes you

"
you

" ?
Here are some items we hat forcontributors to our ' identities

"

:

↳ DNA art other biological factors↳ experiences and memories↳
your i conscious experience

" ? ( Luke)↳
a soul . . . ? (only mentioned briefly )

we spent a longtime Iscussing theeffect of experiences
on identity . Even very small charges in a person's experience
can cause large charges in their life as a whole
( butterfly effect , tomino effect, etc .)
webscussed this thoughtexperiment : suppose there are two
versions of you in alternate universes, one of which has a
tiny mole on its back out the other of which toes not . Nobody
ever notices themole

.
Arethey essentially the same

person?
Whatif the mole doesn't go unnoticed ? How bigfaneffect
must it have on the alternate person's life for it to be
a completely different person?

↳



There was another troublesome argument that went like
this : surely you are essentially the same ptson as you
were 1ms ago . Therefore you we essentially the same
as 2ms ago , and 3ms ago, and so on . . .

so you must be

essentially thesame as youwere 10 years ago !
Luke pointedat the error here : " approximate equality " is
not a transitive relation (a - b and b - c does not imply a- c) .
Tuo use a mathematical analogy, 50=50 . I and 50 . I a 50. 2

and so on all theway up to 99.9 a 100
,
but this does not

mean that 50 a l 00 .

This let Luke to suggest that, as is the casewith many other
philosophical topics, i sameness " is not a binary relation
but is rather measured along agenteel .
We also hats ome funwith the teleost thought
experiment (I won't explain it again here, since you canjustread the comic! )
There was no real consensus on this one ,

and nobody could
really agree

whether they would be willingto use such
a machine .
Here's another thought experiment we considered : suppose your
toygets sick

,
but you can have it killed and a dome of its

former self (before it got sick) created . Woulty onto it ?
What if it were your sibling?For some reason, people were much less willingto to this to
a siblingthen to themselves . . .



There are two more major thought experiments that weans
Dect :

① Consite fhefokowiry2 scenarios :
S1: Sarah Luna goes and sits in a room for 5 minutes

and then leaves . That's it .
S2 : we destroy Sarah Lora and createa copy of her

that inters sitting in a room for 5 minutes
and then leaving(eventhough it never fit ) .

The products of these experiments are exactly thesame,
so how could one be "thereal Sarah Luna" and the
other not ?
Sarah Luna noticed that oneof them is

"continuous" ith
her while the other is not . I thinkthere's⇒Fo
this , and hopefully we'll trydeeper in thenext meeting. -

② If a person has their corpus callosum cat so that
the halves oftheir brain can no largercommunicate,
are they toners or "two "?

If two detached brain halves can be "one person ,
" whycan't Agastya and I bet one person " ?

In this meeting, we mentioned lots of interestingthoughtexperiments but Whit have enough time (on, ahem, focus ? )to explore than all in teeth . Hopefully we can to this bring
the next meeting. . .?


